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Keeping Consumers Engaged

Being a brand manager or owner is now even more difficult since social media
was added to the marketing mix. The number of digital advertising options rises
daily, and keeping up with what actually engages the consumer ‐ and leads to
sales ‐ is a hard trick to master. In fact, it's like trying to capture smoke.

As soon as you jump onto one social media platform, another one emerges that
you 'have' to do if you want to compete. And another. And another. It's a
vicious never ending cycle. And it all takes a tremendous amount of time to do
yourself or money to do with help.

And then there is the social media influencer ‐ that individual who might bring
your brand a pot of gold. If you do it right. And get lucky.

In this e‐book Hollywood Branded provides steps brand managers should take
to help you have that chance of making luck turn into reality as you traverse
the mine field of social influencer partnerships to land on the right side of a
winning campaign.
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What Is Social Influencer Marketing?

Social Influencer Marketing is a form of marketing in which the focus is placed
on key individuals rather than the target market as a whole. Its built around a
single person (or a group of individuals) who has a large following online and
who (supposedly) directly influences those followers.

Gen X, Y and Z are generations that want the next cool and up and coming
thing and they like the instant satisfaction of posting online. Social media IS
their world, and they are constantly on their phones connected to that world.
And as a brand, you want to be in that world too.

So how to do that? Well, once option is to get that individual to follow YOUR
corporate social media accounts (good luck) typically by paying for ads to drive
followers and by creating fantastic content and crossing your fingers. OR, you
can find a social influencer who speaks to a prime target of your consumer base
and pay them to say or show nice things.

Look to see who the marketing demo being targeted favors, and already
follows. Also see where the brand may already have natural celebrity advocates.
Past celebrity event lounges where engagement has occurred and testimonials
secured is a great place to look – and also a key reason to participate in these
types of events.
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Why Social Influencers &Who Follows Them

With social media having become such a tremendous PR force, the power of a
celebrity social influencer is amplified by each social platform, and by how
numerous the individual's pages’ “Likes” and “Follows” are.

In fact, studies show that user‐generated content is trusted 50% more than any
other source!

While celebrity endorsements are proven to impact brand sales, they typically
are attached to high dollar price tags. And today social media provides brands
wanting to work within smaller budgets the ability to create major impact and
value with a celebrity partnership.

Utilizing digital social influencer stars will help you make an immediate
impact on brand awareness, purchase interest, and ultimately, sales. While
millennials spend up to 5 hours a day on social media sites, social media is not
just for millennials any longer. Adults spend 18 hours a week online – and are
spending a lot of that time on social media networks. In fact, less than two‐
fifths of Facebook's adult user base in the US is aged 18 to 34, according to a
recent study by comScore.



Who Uses Social Influencer Marketing

According to data insight company Launchmetrics, 75% of brands use
influencer marketing. For brands starting to delve into the world of social
influencer marketing, there are a lot of unknowns. For brands already hip deep
in the world of social influencer marketing, guess what –there are still a lot of
unknowns.

In fact, it’s really the Wild Wild West of marketing – for everyone. The idea is
exciting but it also can cause confusion when creating the budget as there are
no actual official guidelines ‐ to any of it.

Bigger influencers can have big (and we mean BIG) starting base rates. So it's
high risk. And it can be hard to know if it is worth the money, and what exactly
you will be getting out of it. Besides of course being on their social media
page.
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Does It Actually Work?

Paying an influencer to create an organic post about your product opens a
whole new world of marketing. But that’s where it gets tricky.

Yes, the fan sees the picture or hashtag and it’s easy to click “like” but are they
clicking on your tag and purchasing your product just because someone they
enjoy following has it?

No way, right? Wrong.

The answer is, in many cases, a resounding YES! And at the least? They have
new awareness and association of your product ‐ in the same manner an ad or
PR works to start building that relationship with the future consumer.

But before you start ANY social influencer campaign – figure out what you
need to get out of it. And how you plan on measuring it. Create benchmarks
and goals, and baby step them, so that at the end of the campaign, you truly will
know if it was a success, just pretty ok, or a total bomb.
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Case Studies That Show Social Influencer Partnerships 
Work

Each of the below social influencer campaigns had a budget at or under
$50,000, and targeted women 18 to 34 as the core demographic.

 A CPG brand sold over $30,000 of product in just the the first twelve
minutes of the single Instagram post going live, averaging 300 units sold
per minute.

 A Tourism Board partnership where the celebrity visited the country and
provided social commentary resulted in 29.2 million twitter impressions,
3.1 million Facebook impressions (with 56,035 likes and 2,115 comments)
and over 10,366 sweepstakes entries plus and media coverage!

The right strategic social media plan is cost‐effective and easily activated – with
a short time window to see results.

Creating the right celebrity social media branding plan is based on a number of
factors, which we share on the following pages.



Leveraging A Celebrity Influencer’s Social Power

Partnering with a celebrity social influencer and tapping into their fan base is
one of the best ways for a brand to reach an already engaged and targeted
audience, and a strategy that highly influences future purchase decisions from
targeted consumers based on that influencer association.

The instant gratification and social nature of the digital space provides brand
marketers the ability to immediately and effectively interact with millions of
potential customers, and receive measureable results, from unique hashtags to
trackable promo codes that allow for brand marketers to measure return on
investment (ROI).

But it is a journey with lots of challenges and windy twisty roadways ahead.
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Make Your Brand Stand Out

Before you even start, a brand manager needs to decide what the best platform
to concentrate an earned social media program on, and which is best for paid
advertising support to increase fan base and loyalty. Social media today for
brands require dollars being spent and cannot solely rely on hopes of organic
likes and shares.

Regardless if Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Pinterest, Vine, Snapchat,
WeChat, Weibo or… is chosen, the most important question the brand manager
should next ask is: What is the best way to stand out from competition and
actually get noticed on this platform? That I can afford.

One sure‐fire tool to gain notice is through well thought‐out social media
celebrity partnerships, which not only catch targeted consumers notice and
attention through differentiation and relevance, but also uses the influence
factor to increase sales and truly engage the consumer.

With consumers spending an average of 4.4 hours of leisure time daily actively
engaged in content on their many screens, paying celebrities to post a shout out
on social media or interact through video or contests is now a mainstay of brand
marketing.
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Trusted Source & Authenticity

Word‐of‐mouth recommendations are the most trusted form of advertising, and
combined with the fact that celebrities are highly influential amongst
consumers, the organic appeal of celebrity social media campaign posts offers a
multitude of benefits to brands. With a celebrity influencer behind a brand
posting about a product, there is not only an aspirational element, but the post
is more trusted amongst consumers.

In fact, Nielsen found that not only do an overwhelming 70 percent of
consumers trust recommendations from their favorite celebrities, celebrity
followers are more likely to engage, reshare, and recall than an average adult
user.

The goal is for the brand to choose an influencer who is trusted already and
who is genuine to who they are as an individual. This should extend to being an
authentic brand fit. Without this fit the campaign is doomed to fail from the
start.
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Targeted Reach

A sponsored advertising post is typically not received well and often seen as an
invasion to the consumer’s newsfeed. Inversely, a brand message embedded in
a celebrity post is delivered in that celebrity’s voice, and in the hundreds of
thousands or millions of newsfeeds of users who have personally opted to
follow that celebrity.

The way the post enters the consumer’s social media feed – from someone they
follow such as a celebrity makes the engagement possible. This
celebrity following tends to be very large and made up of very enthusiastic
consumers who are the most likely to engage and interact with brands.

The goal is to partner with an influencer who fits the brand and whose fan base
naturally aligns with the brand’s target market. The message will then be
delivered to a receptive consumer and by someone the consumer has
personally opted to follow.
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Determine The Audience

No matter what the brand objectives, the first step to determine is who the
target audience is.

 What are their habits?
 What are their needs and wants?
 What interactive platforms do they use?
 And how do they use them?

Though not an easy task and one that can require research, this is most
important step to ensure the campaign is a success and will create the overall
skeleton structure of who to hire and what social platforms to utilize.
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How Much $$$ To Spend

We are about to spend a lot of time talking about money. Why? Because it is
the most confusing thing about working with a social influencer. It can make
zero sense. Until you get it.

Marketing elsewhere such as TV commercials during primetime can cost you in
the low six figures. The same can be said for creating a social media
campaign. But only one has proven engagement stickiness...

In truth ‐ most advertising is going to cost you more than social influencer
marketing with established influencers and celebrities. It's just about wrapping
your head around it. And having an actual budget as you are going to need it

There is no point in spending time pursing talent outside of budget range, and
there is a vast range of fees between talent types, starting at a few thousand
and ranging from the tens to hundreds of thousands.

There is no true magic formula (although we share the idea of one on the next
page), nor do the words “CPM” exist in celebrity social pages, and there is no set
pricing based on the number of followers. Instead the fee will be based upon
the overall campaign components, celebrity type, social platform fan reach and
marketplace competition.
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A Formula For Spending

Figuring out a formula of what to spend is going to be a science for your
brand. No brand is the same, and it really comes down to what the overall goal
is.

The influencer drives the conversation based on their followers, their
engagement levels and quite truthfully, what other brands are currently
spending. All influencers are not created equally, and what the level of chatter
about them ‐ a hot new film or TV show, a new book, that they are dating WHO
‐ can drive that pricing conversation.

It really is a case by case basis, and you need to know what to go in asking
for. The first step is to create a guide for yourself as to what a win will look
like. And then work backwards.

Ask yourself what the goal of the campaign is. Because that is what it is ‐ a
campaign, not a willy nilly let's throw out a post and see what happens. And
everything that results is going to be based on what you ask for up front.
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So How Does The Money Thing Work?

Paid celebrity posts differ from a traditional paid digital ad campaign where max
budgets are established based on follow or click rate. A flat fee is paid, and is
based on three factors:

 The celebrity’s caliber (A‐list will always be sky high and not necessarily
the right fit),

 The celebrity’s fan base reach which is typically determined by how active
they are on each social media platform, and

 By what the brand wants the celebrity to do with the post and how many
posts are part of the campaign.

 Depending on the product and the caliber of the celebrity, fees can be
negotiated from simple trade out up to $50,000 per post, or even a six
figure (plus!!) social media campaign.

 The goal for the brand manager is to truly understand the desired outcome
in order to determine what budget is worth putting against the campaign.
Too low and the entire campaign may be a miss, too high and it may be too
overpowering for what is realistically needed to push consumers into
purchasing mode.

 Very few, if any, celebrities will embrace a ‘backend’ fee deal off of sales
generated by their social post tied to the brand, and celebrities aren’t all
that interested in stock plans based on future speculation without an
upfront cash fee involved.
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They Seem To Want A Million Dollars

Ok, so realistically the only social influencers who MIGHT get a million dollars
for a campaign (not a single post) are Justin Bieber, Lady Gaga, Kim Kardashian
or someone else of that ilk. At your first time out of the gate, it's unlikely you
are aiming that high. If you are ‐ maybe a test first is in order.

For anyone else, if you reach out to an influencer or their agency and they come
back with a high amount you can ask for help justifying. Ask if you can see case
studies of other brands and see how successful campaigns have been in the
past.

For these higher end people, there are dollars attached. For lower end people
who have representation too. Quite frankly, it's not worth the agent or
manager's time to put together a deal for them unless they are getting paid ‐
and their typical take is 10%. And their typical minimum is $2,500 and
preferably $5,000 in commission. Which means $25,000 to $50,000 for a
decent sized influencer. Doing the paperwork for a deal netting the agent less
than that is just not typically worth their time.

Think about it. Which deal would you choose to shepherd through and push ‐ a
brand deal that is going to get you paid $15,000 for your time ($150k influencer
campaign) or a deal that is going to net you $1,500 ($15k influencer campaign)
and require the same amount of work.
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Who To Choose

Based on the budget and who the core consumer is, consider choosing from the
broad array of celebrity influencers available, ranging from A‐List actors to
reality stars to lesser known YouTube celebrities who still pack a punch with
large followings, and everything in between. The most important thing to keep
in mind? That the celebrity is the right fit for the brand.

A‐Listers need not necessarily apply – many B, C and even D‐Listers have
tremendous social media strength, and are actually more relatable to fans than
those stars so far up on a pedestal that a partnership won’t feel realistic and will
just feel like big bucks were spent.

And those social media influencers you have never heard of? Their fans base
has, and it's huge! Decide what type of celebrity is the best fit.

• Is it a musician, athlete, actor or personality?
• A specific age?
• Or a certain personality type?
• Figure out what the overall objective is versus playing it too safe in order to

reach and engage that new audience.



But I Have No Idea Who That Is

Don’t knock non A‐Listers – their names often have a stronger affinity to
a brand’s core demographic ‐ as who they are seems more attainable than
the aspirational world of high celebrity. Brands should not bypass all
reality stars, who have often earned an unfair point of view.

While a season of “Keeping Up With The Kardashians” had 1.9 million 18
to 49 year old viewers per episode, Kim Kardashian alone has more than
25x that in Twitter followers alone. A $250,000 fee to have Kim post to
her account may be well worth the cost to a brand if it is an authentic fit.
You’d be paying more than that for commercial ad time during her TV
show. Reality stars often have a higher kinship and ability to be relatable
to a brand’s core demographic as their lifestyle appears more attainable
than blockbuster A‐list celebrity with the perfect life and style.

The goal is to see who resonates well with the desired demographic – be
it sports figure, actor, musician or personality – and be someone who is
open to working with the brand versus just taking money and quickly
creating a single social media post. The ideal is to find a partner for the
campaign in the truest sense of the word.
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Those Smaller Influencers

Where you do need some lower dollars on hand to test is with rising
influencers. Those people who are natural influencers within their fan
(and we mean close friends) base ‐ be it moms, beauty product lovers,
teens or what have you. Partnering with a rising influencer who is looking
for a few hundred dollars ‐ to a few thousand dollars ‐ is not unrealistic
nowadays. They aren't going to typically do it for free or for product ‐
although it never hurts to try!

MarketingProfs.com took a survey of influencers asking how much
smaller influencers charge for sponsored content. 42.07% said that they
charge $200‐$500.

The same survey also stated that 67% of influencers believe that
consumers still trust sponsored recommendations.
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Timing

Plan the launch of the partnership for a time frame where there is not expected
celebrity clutter.

This means targeting timeframes that are not already laden with celebrity and
entertainment posts, such as awards season, or music festival time. Or a
presidential election.

Make sure the timing works for both the brand (is it a new launch with a narrow
window?) and that it works for the celebrity’s own schedule.
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Reach Out To Talent

When all of the above steps are completed, it is time to reach out and start your
outreach. Yes. We said START.

As managers and agents are contacted – or even the influencer directly ‐ make
sure all of the required asks are already built in, as additional asks cannot be
made without an offer of additional monetary compensation.

The best option is to ask for the moon ‐ within reason ‐ and then continue to
negotiate the final terms.

Know what the ask of the talent is going to be before a phone call is made or
email sent, and be prepared to back up why that specific celebrity is a good fit
to management or the influencer. This is the time to sell in the partnership in a
big way.
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Make The Offer

After the budget range has been determined, and you have researched
who are appropriate influencer options, it is time to reach out to the
talent's management team with an offer letter. What is asked of the
influencer will be what determines the fee, and all of those asks need to
be presented up front. Celebrities and influencers alike are notorious for
not adding on more without raising the budget if a request comes in later
– even on items that may have been easily included if included in the first
offer.

Create the offer letter outlining the deal points and set a deadline on
receiving answers before sending. The letter states what the talent is
required to strategically do (social media post number, platforms, other
campaign involvement, hashtags, brand messaging call outs) and any
other relevant component thought of.

The goal is for the brand manager to create a well thought‐out short
document to send that details the entire ask of the celebrity, the budget
willing to be paid, and any special requests needed. And then…get the
agreement in writing! Make sure any deal you negotiate is papered
outlining every term. And the dates they will happen by.



Educate The Talent

Now that you’ve worked out the deal pints and gone to contract, make sure you
provide the talent with a cheat sheet of ideal social media posts, who the brand
is, what the campaign goal is, and what the brand stands for.

Having the influencer be on your team versus left in the dark is beyond value as
they are able to help craft resonating and true‐to‐voice messaging.

Also make sure they have the correct handle and hashtags to tag. If there is a
social platform where the brand does not have presence, still include the
correct hashtags, as otherwise the celebrity in the heat of the moment may
choose to make it up. Trust us. They do. Often.
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Transparency With Fan Followers

At times it is blatantly clear that a influencer post has been paid for by a
brand. Unless it is clearly listed as part of the post, consumers are not
always able to discern between what individuals have been paid to
endorse, versus a mere personal recommendation.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) now mandates transparency with
sponsored influencer posts that appear in follower’s newsfeeds in order
to avoid deception. Regardless, consumers are aware that celebrities are
brand spokespeople, who participate in brand advertising platforms of all
types. The influence factor is not negated nor engagement reduced when
a celebrity’s post includes notation that it is indeed a paid post. What is
important to consumers is an authentic fit between the brand and the
celebrity that speaks to a realism of probability. The consumer believes
that if the brand is a ‘bad brand’, it is unlikely the favored celebrity would
choose to support it. Regardless if that is true or not.

The goal is to work with the celebrity to create the right scripting that
supports the authenticity of the partnership, regardless if the post has a
disclaimer that is brand supported. The government is cracking down on
brands and their agencies. Not the influencer...
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The Chosen Influencers

Make sure the chosen social influencer has a strong fan base (many of the
larger names don’t) and is active and not ‘silent’ on the preferred social media
sites. Keep in mind that if a talent is extremely active across multiple platforms
and shares one post across all of them, the price tag will significantly increase.

Also determine if the influencer has a following that shows engagement. This
largely is based on the influencer’s own posting and how hard they try to
engage back with their fan base.

Regardless, make sure the entire brand team agrees on the chosen influencers
before activating, and do research to make sure there are no hidden red flags
that are deal breakers from the celebrity’s past.



What Social Platform(s)

The chosen influencer should already be active on the social media channels
favored for the campaign – which will traditionally be Instagram, Twitter and/or
Facebook.

Your brand should ALSO have an Instagram, Twitter and/or Facebook page.
Seriously – it’s time.

Having the celebrity post messaging on more than one platform is ideal, but
each post should not be exactly the same.
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How Many Posts

Realistically determine how much social media is needed. Is it one post or a
series of posts?

A solitary social media post by a celebrity with a call out to the brand can lead
to significant leads in a very short amount of time. Multiple posts on a variety of
platforms will reach a wider demographic and encourage higher engagement.

Regardless, either will result in increased awareness, exposure, brand clout, and
ultimately sales. By ensuring that not a step is missed from the planning stages
through to the final press of the post button, there is great potential to launch a
brand into success as a result of the powerful, aspirational celebrity association.
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The Post

Keep it authentic and fun. Or serious and engaging. But always relatable.
Dependent upon the overall goal, ensure the messaging of the partnership feels
real to fans. Whatever the marketing campaign, make sure the association is
based on a realistic partnership. The celebrity should have a natural tie to the
brand that allows the partnership to be believed by fans.

Build an authentic interaction that isn’t over the top. Make sure the post is not
too ad‐like and robotic in feel. It is important to make it seem organic; straight
from the celebrity’s own mind, while ensuring everything is obtained that is
needed, including proper mentions and hashtags.

Often brand managers mistakenly write posts in a brand‐centric corporate tone
– not remembering the celebrity is a 3rd party totally unaffiliated with the
brand. Instead, the goal is to put the post in the appropriate celebrities’ own
voice. It is proven that the more organic posts are more impactful and embraced
by celebrity fans and followers.
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Amplify It!  Photos & Video Or Even A Contest

A simple post can be amplified with a photo or video, and provide shareable
content through fans.

A contest that provides fans with a number of ways to enter through
heightened share drastically increases numbers. Look for ways to provide more
interaction than a simple tagged post.

You are going for engagement. You should also be going for ways to grown
your own fan base – so figure out how to get those followers to jump off your
social influencer’s page and also onto your brand’s own social media.
Influencers are a fantastic way to help grow your follower base.
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Charity Component Increases PR Friendliness

Build in an altruistic angle for the celebrity partnership.

Having a charity benefit in some way will not only bring more sharing of the
content, but also help create a bridge uniting the celebrity and brand together in
a common cause – making the partnership more believable.

This also provides a nice story angle for press release development and media
pitching. And maybe some extra love from the influencer as well.

Besides – aren’t you more willing to comment / like / support something that
makes you feel good too?
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Interact

The. Post. Is. Live. It’s LIVE!

But your work is not done yet.

Work behind the scenes to make sure that fans that interact are retweeted and
even direct messaged. This is a major component of any social media program,
and should always be activated.

Repost and reply to others’ posts in order to acknowledge participation and
drive more conversation – and engagement.
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Repurpose & Continue The Interaction

Don’t let all the social interaction and conversation go to waste. Utilize
positive quotes generated from the celebrity or even fans as testimonials
either to repost later, or to include on the brand’s website.

Reuse. Reuse. Reuse. And make sure you contracted for that right to do
so.
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Build In Future Growth Opportunity

Look for future ways to continue the celebrity’s engagement with fans
and build a long term relationship after proof of success.

Celebrity brand appearances, twitter parties, contests with meet & greats,
or even point of sale (POS) branding initiatives should be considered. This
is when the partnership can truly turn into an even bigger – and longer
term ‐ endorsement platform.
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Get Some Help

The best option for brand managers to create a successful partnership utilizing
celebrities for social media? Work with an entertainment agency to research the
options and guide the processes.

The easiest way to oversee and activate any celebrity social media partnership
is to hire a seasoned entertainment marketing agency with the experience to
build a solid campaign. Working with a company that has experience in this
space will provide the desired end results.

Ensure the agency has strong relationships and excellent knowledge of
Hollywood and the world of social influencers. The agency will know what
extras can be negotiated, saving brand dollars along with time, and crafting a
successful social media campaign utilizing the right influencer that meets both
the budget and consumer target.

As an alternative. spend some (considerable) time staying up to date on who’s
who and who’s hot and you will find the right influencer for your brand. Happy
hunting!

And we are always here to help!
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WorkWith Celebrities Through Social Media
Are you interested in learning how to successfully partner
celebrities to your brand ‐ without spending a million? Watch
this short webinar to learn Hollywood insider tricks to create
and kick start an entertainment marketing campaign that is the
perfect extension for your social media program.
http://info.hollywoodbranded.com/webinar‐how‐brands‐should‐use‐
celebrities‐for‐social‐media‐programs

Be SeenWith Celebrities At Hollywood Events
Do you want to get photos of celebrities with your product
while also obtaining press? Download our celebrity event
planning calendar to see what event options exist where you
can obtain tangible assets that can be shared with consumers,
media outlets and retail distributors to impact your sales.
http://info.hollywoodbranded.com/download‐the‐celebrity‐event‐planning‐
calendar‐form

Appear In Movies & TV Shows
Is Product Placement right for your brand? Appear in scenes in
movies and television productions alongside celebrities! Watch
this video to learn more about how this marketing practice
works, what brand categories it works for, and the results brand
marketers see!
http://info.hollywoodbranded.com/learn‐more‐about‐what‐product‐
placement‐is‐form



www.hollywoodbranded.com
info@hollywoodbranded.com
phone +1 310 606 2030

We are entertainment marketing experts here to help your brand gain 
exposure through the use of celebrity and entertainment appeal. 

Call us for immediate help in getting your brand integrated into 
the television, film, music, events and celebrity social influencer 

platforms your customers are already engaged with.

Our campaigns are fully activated and turnkey for our clients, eliminating the 
need for customers to invest in additional staff and resources, 

or take themselves off their own high priority projects.  

Each campaign activation is accompanied by exclusive content to guarantee the 
client further differentiation on social media and PR platforms.

We know entertainment marketing inside and out, and we are 
a company comprised of go‐getters with fresh ideas. 

No matter what it is, we can make it happen.


